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KEY=EDITION - SLADE DARIO
ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR
Irwin/McGraw-Hill The ﬁfth edition of this book targets undergraduates and MBA programmes. Wolves are used as a central theme because they provide an instructive metaphor for modern organizational behaviour, being adaptable, dedicated team players and great communicators. These are key
attributes in the workplace.

ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR
EMERGING TRENDS IN HEALTH AND WELL BEING
Lulu Publication The World Health Organization approximates that 350 million people worldwide are aﬀected by depression and anxiety as a leading cause of disability worldwide (World Health Organization, 2018). Nutritional Psychiatry as “Mental Health Nutrition” is an emerging ﬁeld that explores the
changes that how nutritional interventions can maintain one's mental health. Researches indicate that the foods we consume signiﬁcantly inﬂuence our brain function and gut health, which in turn shape our mental health and behaviour. Ensuring dietary intake of essential vitamins and minerals is vital
for optimal mental health. Minerals, especially choline, zinc, magnesium, iron and iodine have important roles in neurological function through production of neurotransmitters. Insuﬃcient levels of vitamins: Vitamin D, Folic Acid and Vitamin B Complex give a rise in levels of both anxiety and depression.
Methylation is an important process in the body that prevents the build-up of homocysteine, a substance that may be toxic to the brain. Folate and vitamin B12 are both crucially required to prevent accumulation of homocysteine that may be toxic to brain. Similarly, omega-3 fatty acids and amino acidspecially tryptophan is needed to create a mood-modulating chemicals serotonin and functioning of nervous system. Besides the foregoing, cysteine, a sulphur-based amino acid gets converted into glutathione: the body’s most powerful antioxidant. When cysteine is given as a supplement known as Nacetyl cysteine, itis converted into glutathione, evidently helpful in treatment of bipolar depression, schizophrenia, and other neurotic and addictive behaviours. Conclusively nutritional psychiatry is supplementation of essential nutrients should be acknowledged as a treatment to maintain good mental
health and wellbeing.

PERCEPTIONS AND PRACTICES OF INSTRUCTORS’ TRAINING: A CASE STUDY
Lulu.com

THE VIRTUAL PRINCIPAL
THE MANY FACETS OF THE DEMANDING ROLE
Rowman & Littleﬁeld The Virtual Principal provides an accurate account of the challenges faced in schools during the Covid-19 Pandemic.

MODERN SHIP ENGINEERING, DESIGN AND OPERATIONS
BoD – Books on Demand Some marine propulsion systems are based on thermal machines that operate under the diesel cycle. Their main advantages, compared to other propulsion systems based on thermal machines, are low speciﬁc fuel consumption and greater thermal eﬃciency. However, their
main disadvantages lie in the emissions produced by combustion, such as carbon dioxide (CO2), sulfur oxide (SOx), and nitrogen oxide (NOx). Over the last decade, the International Maritime Organization (IMO) has adopted a series of regulations to reduce these emissions based on the introduction of
several energy eﬃciency designs and operational indicators. In this context, this book focuses on the design and operation eﬃciency of ships through an analysis of the main propulsion systems. It discusses the use of alternative fuels as well as the integration of hybrid and fully electric propulsion
systems.

ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR IN SPORT MANAGEMENT
Human Kinetics Organizational Behavior in Sport Management provides numerous real-life examples from organizations and immerses students in the key behavioral issues that those in sport organizations face today. The text comes with an instructor guide that oﬀers many useful tools to help
instructors enhance students’ learning.

JOURNAL OF INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS, 2016 VOL. 6(3)
OJED/STAR The Journal of International Students (JIS), an academic, interdisciplinary, and peer-reviewed publication (Print ISSN 2162-3104 & Online ISSN 2166-3750), publishes narrative, theoretical, and empirically-based research articles, student and faculty reﬂections, study abroad experiences, and
book reviews relevant to international students and their cross-cultural experiences and understanding in international education.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE XV INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC CONFERENCE ON INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS (IS'11)
FON

SUPERVISION: CONCEPTS AND PRACTICES OF MANAGEMENT
Cengage Learning Diﬀerentiate yourself in a competitive marketplace with SUPERVISION: CONCEPTS AND PRACTICES OF MANAGEMENT, 13E. A blend of traditional management concepts and emerging insights, the text draws from the authors' ﬁrsthand business experience to deliver the leadership
skills hiring managers want but rarely ﬁnd in new recruits. This comprehensive single source for supervisory management expertise addresses the most critical challenges in business today, including globalization, economic turbulence, transitional and temporary workers, virtual employees, technology,
outsourcing, and downsizing. Hands-on and practical, the text complements chapter readings with skill-building techniques and captivating video cases from well-known organizations, letting you experience supervisory roles yourself. Special attention to diversity and ethics also helps you develop a
better sense of life beyond the classroom and enhances the text's extensive coverage of communication, decision making, conﬂict resolution, and other essential supervisory skills. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
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MANAGING ORGANIZATIONAL DIVERSITY
TRENDS AND CHALLENGES IN MANAGEMENT AND ENGINEERING
Springer This book provides a comprehensive overview of organizational diversity management, intended to help readers implement eﬀective strategies and maximize the value of organizational diversity. Written by experts from a range of disciplines, it presents cutting-edge research and best
practices in this ﬁeld. Further, it addresses the challenges that organizations face in order to successfully manage organizational diversity and presents the application of theoretical concepts. Individual chapters explore topics including workforce diversity, knowledge management, innovation and
change, and decision-making. Providing an invaluable resource for students and researchers in the ﬁelds of human resource management, industrial engineering and international business, the book will also beneﬁt human resource managers, engineers and economists.

FROM CODES OF CONDUCT TO ETHICS AND COMPLIANCE PROGRAMS
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN THE UNITED STATES
Logos Verlag Berlin GmbH Codes of Conduct formulieren Verhaltensstandards und steuern Verhaltensweisen von Mitarbeiterinnen und Mitarbeitern in Unternehmen. Sie sollen dazu beitragen, Korruption, Bestechung, Betrug und Diskriminierung zu verhindern. Codes of conduct dienen der Selbstkontrolle
und sind Selbstverpﬂichtungen der Unternehmen, sich gesetzeskonform und in ethischer Hinsicht einwandfrei zu verhalten. Zur Entwicklung, Einfuhrung und Durchsetzung von Codes of Conduct sind Ethics & Compliance Programme notwendig, die den Mitarbeitern die Ziele und Inhalte der Codes
vermitteln. Je nach bereichsspeziﬁscher und regionaler Ausrichtung der Unternehmen unter- scheiden sich ihre Codes of Conduct in Inhalt und Gestaltung. In dieser Studie werden die Codes of Conduct von sechs Pharmaunternehmen in Europa, USA und Japan analysiert und verglichen.

ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES IN MODERN BUSINESS
IGI Global Scholars agree that change has become a staple in organizational life and will likely remain as such beyond the 21st century. As the rate of change continues to accelerate, organizations must strive to develop and implement new initiatives in order to obtain signiﬁcant beneﬁts to
organizational survival, economic viability, and human satisfaction. Organizational Change Management Strategies in Modern Business covers the most important elements of change management as well as the diﬃculties and challenges that organizations have faced when implementing change. In
sampling diﬀerent disciplines relevant to topics such as resistance to change, mergers and acquisitions management, leadership, the role of human resource strategies, and culture, this reference work is a useful resource for academics, professionals, managers, administrators, and others interested in
organizational change.

PENGANTAR PERILAKU ORGANISASI
Yayasan Kita Menulis Sebuah studi singkat tentang dasar-dasar organisasi, perilaku organisasi, manajemen dan kepemimpinan dikembangkan dalam subbagian analisis. Beragam tinjauan berdasarkan pendekatan atau model teoretis berlimpah: karya klasik, hubungan manusia, dan sumber daya
manusia yang berkembang pesat saat ini. Aspek-aspek yang dibahas dalam setiap pembahasan dapat menjadi referensi komprehensif untuk studi perilaku organisasi, manajemen, dan kepemimpinan dalam pengaturan organisasi. Selain menjadi referensi diskusi akademis tentang penelitian
manajemen di organisasi bisnis dan nirlaba, pembahasan setiap klaim juga dapat digunakan untuk kepentingan umum, praktisi dan organisasi yang lebih banyak terlibat dalam kegiatan manajemen, terutama untuk mengenali aspek dinamis dari manajemen dan kepemimpinan.

ALMANYA’DA TÜRK İŞLETME KÜLTÜRÜ
Astana Yayınları Almanya’da çok farklı sektörlerde Türkiye kökenli Türklerin kurdukları işletmeler vardır. Almanya’da faaliyet gösteren Türk işletmelerinin kültürlerinin baskın unsurları şunlardır: İşbirliği, dayanışma, Türk-İslam kültürü, Türk-İslam kültürüne ilişkin değerlerin yayılması, hemşehrilik, müşteri
odaklılık, dostluk, kardeşlik, arkadaşlık, takım çalışması, düşüncelere saygı, yardımseverlik, dürüstlük, temizlik, eşitlik, iyi niyet ve değişim odaklılıktır. Hedeﬂenen müşteri kitlesinin genel olarak Türkler ve Müslümanlar olması, Türk ve İslam değerlerine bağlılığı daha da güçlendirmektedir. Yine, Batı
kültürü, modern kültür ya da Hıristiyan kültürle doğrudan temas da geleneklere bağlılığı artıran diğer bir unsurdur. Diğer taraftan, onlarca yıl Alman kültürüyle iç içe yaşamış olmak da söz konusu kültürü etkilemiştir. Alman kültürü ile etkileşim, dili farklılaştırmasının yanı sıra, standartlara, yasalara, iş
disiplinine ve kurallara uyum konusunda gösterilen özeni artırmaktadır.

ORGANISATIONAL BEHAVIOUR
TAKING THE IPC FORWARD
ENGAGING WITH THE INTERNATIONAL PRIMARY CURRICULUM
John Catt Educational Since its introduction in 2000, well over 1000 schools in more than 65 diﬀerent countries have adopted the IPC. In this book, educators raise and discuss implications for the future implementation of this innovative curriculum within the context of a changing world.

THEORETICAL ORIENTATIONS AND PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF PSYCHOLOGICAL OWNERSHIP
Springer This book shares the theoretical advancements that have been made regarding psychological ownership since the development of the construct and speciﬁcally the practical applications within multi-cultural and cross-cultural environments. Enriched by empirical data and case studies by
subject specialists in the ﬁeld, this book serves as a cutting-edge benchmark for human resource management specialists, industrial psychologists, as well as students in positive organizational psychology and professionals in other ﬁelds. This book follows an in-depth view of the most recent research
trends in psychological ownership. Oﬀering practical tools of how the psychological ownership of employees could be developed in the workplace to not only enhance the performance of organisations, but to increase the commitment of employees and inﬂuence the intentions of skilled employees to
remain with their organisations.

MANAGEMENT AND ORGANISATIONAL BEHAVIOUR
Pearson Education This eighth edition brings fresh evidence to explore theory in practice, and a wide range of brand new and intriguing examples and case studies on issues and organisations that are engaging, relevant and contemporary.

EXPLORING THE INFLUENCE OF PERSONAL VALUES AND CULTURES IN THE WORKPLACE
IGI Global The shifting inﬂuence of growing organizational cultures and individual standards has caused signiﬁcant changes to modern organizations. By creating a better understanding of these inﬂuences, the quality of organizations can be improved. Exploring the Inﬂuence of Personal Values and
Cultures in the Workplace is a pivotal reference source for the latest research on how culture and personal values shape and inﬂuence employees’ actions, behaviors, and leadership styles. Featuring extensive coverage on relevant areas such as psychological health, career management, and job
satisfaction, this publication is an ideal resource for practitioners, professionals, managers, and researchers seeking innovative perspectives on the impact of personal values and cultures in the workplace.

PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT BEYOND INITIAL TEACHER EDUCATION
PEDAGOGICAL DISCERNMENT AND THE INFLUENCE OF OUT-OF-FIELD TEACHING PRACTICES
Springer Nature This book investigates the professional learning needs of teachers beyond initial teacher education, focusing on teachers in complex teaching positions, such as out-of-ﬁeld teaching practices. The information presented here will help to improve professional learning strategies, while also
oﬀering an in-depth understanding of teachers’ needs, leaders’ perceptions, and what complex teaching situations mean for teachers’ professional learning and development. Further, Du Plessis shares the perceptions and lived experiences of teachers, parents, leaders and students as key stakeholders
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in quality teaching and learning environments. In light of new evidence-informed ﬁndings on the out-of-ﬁeld phenomenon and continuing professional learning, Du Plessis puts forward strategies that will enhance the eﬀectiveness of professional learning and development programs, while also fostering
improved decision-making and policy development. In brief, Du Plessis focuses on the impact that complex teaching situations have on teachers’ unique needs, the support that is provided, and the inﬂuence of the out-of-ﬁeld phenomenon on teachers’ responses to continuing professional learning and
development programs.

MANAGEMENT
McGraw-Hill/Irwin Overview: Blending scholarship and imaginative writing, ASU business professor Kinicki (of Kreitner/Kinicki Organizational Behavior 9e) and writer Williams (of Williams/Sawyer Using Information Technology 7e and other college texts) have created a highly readable introductory
management text with a truly unique student-centered layout that has been well received by today’s visually oriented students. The authors present all basic management concepts and principles in “bite-size” chunks, 2- to 6-page sections, to optimize student learning and also emphasize the
practicality of the subject matter. In addition, instructor and students are given supported by a wealth of classroom-tested resources.

EFFECTIVE POLICING?
IMPLEMENTATION IN THEORY AND PRACTICE
Springer This book provides a unique insight into the way policing is performed. By embracing both organizational management issues as well as operational police business such as crime reduction and detection, ﬁrearms, disorder, organised crime and terrorism, it provides a comprehensive overview
of contemporary police theory and practice.

ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR AND VIRTUAL WORK
CONCEPTS AND ANALYTICAL APPROACHES
CRC Press With the globalization of work and technological advancements in recent years, and with emphasis on service quality today, organizations have changed. Virtual work has emerged as the new employment relationship and has been embraced by employees and employers in many industries.
This book explores the dynamics of changing organization structures, theories of leadership and trust, and how dimensions of self-eﬃcacy works in this new work relationship. Organizational Behavior and Virtual Work: Concepts and Analytical Approaches shows the enormous impact of technology and
globalization on employment relationships and also predicts how they will contribute to the changing dimensions of organizations in the future. With a unique blend of theory and application in the real world of virtual workers, the book presents the most recent research and developments in the
relatively new and still emerging area of virtual work. It takes an in-depth critical look into the key factors aﬀecting the virtual work environment with practical inputs of suggestions and recommendations. With the objective of presenting information about this new work scenario, this book attempts to
unfold important human behavior processes in organizations. The volume presents a rare combination of the necessary concepts of human behavior in organizations along with the results of research in the ﬁeld and also makes practical recommendations on virtual work programs. Key features include a
unique blend of research with organizational behavior concepts and practical recommendations for workers, managers, and business executives.

INTRODUCING ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOUR AND MANAGEMENT
Cengage Learning This popular textbook oﬀers an inspiring and focused introduction to the study of organizational behaviour and management. The second edition builds on the fresh and innovative approach to the study of management and organization introduced in the ﬁrst edition. To make the
subject matter more relevant and accessible, it treats organizational behaviour as a ﬁeld of activity that has many parallels with everyday life, particularly in relation to participating in organizations and institutions. Uniquely, this textbook presents two distinct and highly contrasting perspectives on
organizational behaviour, discussing the alternative critical perspectives alongside the more traditional approaches, to encourage critical thinking and debate.Each chapter has been fully updated by specialist authors who are committed to thinking diﬀerently about the ﬁeld of organizational behaviour.
They eﬀectively identify and explore the key concepts that underpin this diverse subject in their respective chapters, utilising a range of international and everyday examples. The second edition beneﬁts from a new four-colour design and uses a variety of pedagogical features to engage students and
provide a stimulating learning - and teaching - environment. This text is ideal for use on introductory undergraduate and post graduate courses in Organizational Behaviour and Management. This textbook is autopackaged with CourseMate. CourseMate brings course concepts to life with interactive
learning, study, and exam preparation tools that support the printed textbook and the textbook-speciﬁc website. CourseMate includes an integrated eBook and interactive teaching and learning tools including quizzes, ﬂashcards, videos, and more and an EngagementTracker, a ﬁrst-of-its-kind tool that
monitors student engagement in the course.

MANAGEMENT 9E
HANDBOOK OF RESEARCH ON WORKFORCE DIVERSITY IN A GLOBAL SOCIETY: TECHNOLOGIES AND CONCEPTS
TECHNOLOGIES AND CONCEPTS
IGI Global "This book highlights innovative research, theoretical frameworks, and perspectives that are currently being used to guide the practice of leveraging diversity in multiple organizational settings"--Provided by publisher.

EXCELLENT RESEARCH METHODS
Partridge Africa EXCELLENT RESEARCH METHODS is the 2018 Award Winning Book in Education/Academic/Nonﬁction category in the 2018 NEXT GENERATION INDIE BOOK AWARDS that is sponsored by the INDEPENDENT BOOK PUBLISHING PROFESSIONALS GROUP in the United States. The Award Medals
and Certiﬁcate are attached to this email. This book is absolutely for everyone who is truly interested in identifying and solving an important problem in human life. It has marshaled the entire step-by-step procedures for arriving at empirical solutions to any chosen problem. In virtually every research
situation everywhere, for everyone in almost all spheres of human endeavor, at least some of the research methods and designs in this book will work perfectly well. There are no limits to what one can accomplish in knowledge discovery by mastering and correctly applying the research methods
thoroughly articulated robustly in this book. Excellent Research Methods serves as a most satisfactory answer to the ever fresh and extremely important question on the minds of numerous persons that beyond introduction, what is research? It guides to ensure that research works are able to
completely meet the noble global goal of research, which is problem resolution. Virtually, all pertinent information on research methods, in the best sense of it, is exhaustively presented in the book. Grab a copy, read it voraciously with undying passion to know, resolute determination to apply, and total
commitment to execute research and be reckoned among the great individuals with enormous indelible extraordinary contributions to knowledge advancement.

SOUTH AFRICAN JOURNAL OF PSYCHOLOGY
SUID-AFRIKAANSE JOERNAAL VIR PSIGOLOGIE
WHAT REALLY WORKS WITH UNIVERSAL DESIGN FOR LEARNING
Corwin Press Learn how to REALLY improve outcomes for all students How do we remove learning barriers and provide all students with the opportunity to succeed? Written for both general and special educators from grades Pre-K through 12, What Really Works with Universal Design for Learning is the
how-to guide for implementing aspects of Universal Design Learning (UDL) to help every student be successful. UDL is the design and delivery of curriculum and instruction to meet the needs of all learners by providing them with choices for what and why they are learning and how they will share what
they have learned. Calling on a wide-range of expertise, this resource features An unprecedented breadth of topics, including content areas, pedagogical issues, and other critical topics like executive function, PBIS, and EBD Reproducible research-based, ﬁeld-tested tools Practical strategies that are low
cost, time eﬃcient, and easy to implement Practices for developing shared leadership and for working with families
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INTERNATIONAL PROJECT MANAGEMENT, VOLUME I
A FOCUS ON HR APPROACH IN MULTINATIONAL CORPORATIONS
Momentum Press The book shows the most eﬀective way of balancing the fundamental pillars, assisting the modern day manager by handling a dynamic, constantly adjusting workplace, which easily adapts to all challenges and changes. It was written by an international management professor and
technology expert speaking directly to managers and engineers about the four dimensions of international project management; people, value engineering and multinational cooperation. International Project Management will bridge the gap of knowledge and highlight the modern and eﬀective ﬁndings
related to international project management, value engineering, and multinational cooperation. The author teaches about speciﬁcs of international project management and he deﬁnes what exactly a project should contain, sharing personal examples as well as models that include all the required steps
to reach the set goals. Readers will be able to immediately implement these skills into work, ﬁnd the motivation to move forward, and have conﬁdence easily manage and complete tasks.

ORGANISATIONAL BEHAVIOUR
Now in its ﬁfth edition, this successful introduction to organisational behaviour has been revised,developed, and updated throughout to reﬂect the most recent developments in today's dynamicbusiness environment. Whilst maintaining its strong research foundations, Organisational Behaviour
iscontemporary, engaging, and essential reading for the aspiring practitioner and academic alike.You will explore: *How the individual interacts with its wider social setting in the business environment *The relationship between Organisational Behaviour and Organisation Theory *How to analyse and
implement change *The diagnostic challenges faced in organisational behaviour Key Features: *A European perspective on theories and practice from both sides of the Atlantic. *Case Studies begin each chapter with an interesting and relevant example to introduce and apply key theories in OB. Cases
now include The Gulf of Mexico oil spill, Royal Dutch Shell, and FedEx to name a few. *Critical thinking questions and activities have been added throughout to encourage debate and analysis. *OB in Real Life mini cases give examples from around the globe providing insights and an international
outlook. *Exercises and review questions test understanding of core theories. *'HR' icons highlight the relationship between these two closely-related disciplines.

LA GERENCIA DE LA DESCONFIANZA
UN ENFOQUE INTERPRETATIVO SOBRE LA CULTURA Y EL COMPORTAMIENTO DEL LATINOAMERICANO EN EL ENTORNO ORGANIZACIONAL
Palibrio Este es un libro enfocado en las organizaciones en general, donde se analiza con sentido multidisciplinario las interacciones y formas de vida de las personas para comprender que su ordenacion esta determinada y se relaciona con la orientacion seguida por la sociedad y la cultura. Se hace
referencia cierta al dilema conﬁanza-desconﬁanza como caracteristica peculiar de la crisis que se vive en el entorno institucional latinoamericano producto de un estilo de pensamiento esquizoparanoide desarrollado en muchos adultos por multiples factores y elementos intrinsecos propios, en su
mayoria vinculados con el impulso silencioso de las fuerzas ambientales y el poder de mando en todas sus perspectivas. En el libro se discuten y abarcan, por lo menos, tres grupos tematicos diferenciados y relacionados con la desconﬁanza: 1) Como en America Latina y el Caribe, las diferencias
culturales y de produccion de las personas han interactuado con las experiencias de desigualdades sostenidas y desarrolladas permanentemente para crear e impulsar la incredulidad y la desconﬁanza 2) Como numerosos factores extrinsecos (politicos, economicos, educativos, juridicos, tecnologicos y
otros) han afectado los comportamientos, el rendimiento, y las formas de intercambio de las personas, a traves de las transformaciones historicas de la region, inﬂuyendo en la desconﬁanza de la gente, y 3) Como el conocimiento sobre factores humanos intrinsecos puede ayudar a los directivos y
gerentes para anticipar, dirigir, y aprovechar de manera institucional programas de medicion y transformacion con acciones positivas para promover y mejorar el aprendizaje y la conﬁanza. Se trata de un enfoque interpretativo sobre acontecimientos evidentes que busca contribuir con proposiciones
sobre como "gerenciar la desconﬁanza," haciendo reﬂexiones e invitando a los administradores y directivos, de los sectores publico y privado de la economia, para analizar, discutir y evaluar causas y consecuencias categoricas que se generan, delimitan, y propagan en el comportamiento individual y
social de los miembros de cualquier organizacion. Especialmente, cuando los niveles de la desconﬁanza crecen producto de problemas no resueltos y de actitudes negativas ante respuestas inconsistentes, lo que inﬂuye a su vez en la cultura de la desconﬁanza afectando e infectando a la comunidad y
la sociedad. Si el contenido del escrito llega a sus manos por cualquier medio, en cualquier tiempo, trate de leerlo, entenderlo, compartirlo, y comentarlo con otros positivamente, con conﬁanza, aunque sea de tiempo en tiempo. Recuerda que ha sido escrito para ti y para otros, en la busqueda de
aprendizaje y desarrollo, durante el tiempo que nos ha tocado trabajar y vivir en nuestro medio, para no repetir en el futuro acciones negativas limitantes y asi mejorar los niveles de conﬁanza en nuestras instituciones y sociedad.

INFORMATION SYSTEMS
14TH EUROPEAN, MEDITERRANEAN, AND MIDDLE EASTERN CONFERENCE, EMCIS 2017, COIMBRA, PORTUGAL, SEPTEMBER 7-8, 2017, PROCEEDINGS
Springer This book constitutes selected papers from the 14th European, Mediterranean, and Middle Eastern Conference, EMCIS 2017, held in Coimbra, Portugal, in September 2017. EMCIS is focusing on approaches that facilitate the identiﬁcation of innovative research of signiﬁcant relevance to the IS
discipline following sound research methodologies that lead to results of measurable impact. The 37 full and 16 short papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from a total of 106 submissions. They are organized in sections on big data and Semantic Web; digital services,
social media and digital collaboration; e-government; healthcare information systems; information systems security and information privacy protection; IT governance; and management and organizational issues in information systems.

FUNDAMENTALS OF ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOUR : KEY CONCEPTS, SKILLS, AND BEST PRACTICES
McGraw-Hill Ryerson Wolves belong in packs - they are social animals. They live, hunt, eat, and play together. But these social elements are learned. When a wolf is still a pup, rough-and-tumble play helps to develop its relationships with fellow pups and to establish its place in the pecking order. These
pups will grow up to be members of the same pack, and what is established while they are young continues on to adulthood. Organizational behaviour in people is learned, too - and, like the wolf pups, learning is best done through practice. Fundamentals of Organizational Behaviour: Key Concepts,
Skills & Best Practices sets a new standard for fundamental OB texts. Incorporating lean, eﬃcient coverage of core OB concepts with an array of rich learning tools, this text is ﬂexible and engaging. The Second Canadian Edition has been designed to promote active learning, integrating student friendly
material with experiential exercises. Unique and engaging features of the text are combined with an integrated tool kit for mastering organizational behaviour and tackling exams. Excelling at organizational behaviour is a hands-on active process. Fundamentals of Organizational Behaviour: Key
Concepts, Skills & Best Practices gives students the material, the skills, and the abilities to lead the pack.

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE METAPHORS
GRIN Verlag Seminar paper from the year 2003 in the subject Business economics - Business Management, Corporate Governance, University of Phoenix, 13 entries in the bibliography, language: English, abstract: In today’s hyper-competitive world, organizations struggle daily to garner and maintain
valuable market share. Thanks to globalization, businesses are experiencing competition from all four corners of the globe. It is now common for competitors to operate in completely diﬀerent environments, both internally and externally. Despite the increased opportunities oﬀered by globalization, it
becomes increasingly diﬃcult for some companies to remain competitive. As such, aspects such as “superior/subordinate relationships, leadership, teamwork, motivation, and conﬂict management” (Norris, 2000, p. 105) become ever more important, and each of these hinges upon the organization’s
structure. Organizational structure can be deﬁned as "the recurrent set of relationships between organization members" (Donaldson, 1996, p. 57). There are four common characteristics for all organizations despite their structure and design. They all have some sort of hierarchy of authority. They also
all have coordination of eﬀort and with this coordination, is a division of labor. In the end, they all also have a common goal the organization is working towards. (Kreitner & Kinicki, n.d.)

AFRICAN RESEARCH & DOCUMENTATION
RESPONSIBLE DESIGN, IMPLEMENTATION AND USE OF INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY
19TH IFIP WG 6.11 CONFERENCE ON E-BUSINESS, E-SERVICES, AND E-SOCIETY, I3E 2020, SKUKUZA, SOUTH AFRICA, APRIL 6–8, 2020, PROCEEDINGS, PART I
Springer Nature This two-volume set constitutes the proceedings of the 19th IFIP WG 6.11 Conference on e-Business, e-Services, and e-Society, I3E 2020, held in Skukuza, South Africa, in April 2020.* The total of 80 full and 7 short papers presented in these volumes were carefully reviewed and selected
from 191 submissions. The papers are organized in the following topical sections: Part I: block chain; fourth industrial revolution; eBusiness; business processes; big data and machine learning; and ICT and education Part II: eGovernment; eHealth; security; social media; knowledge and knowledge
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management; ICT and gender equality and development; information systems for governance; and user experience and usability *Due to the global COVID-19 pandemic and the consequential worldwide imposed travel restrictions and lockdown, the I3E 2020 conference event scheduled to take place in
Skukuza, South Africa, was unfortunately cancelled.

ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR
CORE CONCEPTS
COMPORTAMENTO ORGANIZZATIVO
Apogeo Editore
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